December 7th,
Farmers Branch
Rec Center:
Chapter
Meeting and
Christmas Party

best known pop-culture example of that lifestyle is Sky King
and his niece Penny. We all remember Sky saying, “Fire up
By Ken Bruggers
the Song Bird, Penny.” And we knew that somehow that
perky little gal would manage to get the Cessna 310 ready for
My original intent was to find a one-day flying trip into an
Sky’s venture of the day.
area which was more or less untouched by the typical weekAlthough Sky and Penny were usually involved in some
end pilot. The Big Bend area of Texas certainly met that
more or less glamorous “Good over Evil” venture, most of
requirement. An additional requirement was to make a trip
the folks in Big Bend are using their airplanes for the munthat would require learning new skills in order to be comdane. Like sending the cook into town for groceries, or takpleted successfully. Again, a big thumbs
ing the “Hands” into town to do their
up for Big Bend. And lastly, I wanted to
wash and to get personal supplies. One
make a trip that would leave lots of great
thing you learn very quickly is that this
visual images in my mind, ones that
desolate desert-like area of West Texas is
could be replayed many times after
littered with dirt airstrips that serve varireturning. Having “Checked all of the
ous ranch operations. These folks have
Boxes,” it was time to work out the
chosen to create and support the infradetails.
structure that allows them to make a 15The first thing I learned was that
minute grocery flight into town in a
many flat-lander pilots had already visitBaron 58 rather than tackling the same
ed the Big Bend area, but most everyone Sky King, Penny, and Songbird
task with a 5-hour trip in a pickup.
had flown to either Alpine, Marfa or
Back
to
the
realities
of the one-day out and back trip; timed
Presidio, and then driven a car into the actual Big Bend Area.
to
coincide
with
the
annual
Chili Cookoff in Terlingua, TX.
True, that does make a great trip, but my goal was to see what
Because of the one-day limitation, I tried to pick destination
it was like to fly into the area like some sort of a native. It
airstrips that would give maximum exposure to varied
soon became obvious that in these parts, a native pilot was
aspects of Big Bend. I was
Continued on page 4
usually associated in some way with ranching activity. The
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Chapter 168 Information

By Michael Stephan
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The December Chapter meeting will be on Tuesday
December 7th. It will be held at the Farmers Branch Rec.
Center at 14050 Heartside, which is south of Valwood a block
west of Webbs Chapel. The meeting will be held in the OAK
ROOM and will
begin at 6:00 p.m.
and finish by 10:00
p.m.
y
This is the Chapter s
kwa
Valwood Par
Annual Christmas
party. To get the
extra
hour
we
enjoyed in the past,
we had to move the
location to the
Farmers Branch Rec Center. Be sure and remind your friends.
More information on the event can be found in the “News”
section of this newsletter. See you there.

Dec 11th Chapter Fly-In
Our monthly fly-in this month will be to the annual sale at Air
Salvage of Dallas (ASOD) just off the Lancaster airport. This
meeting has become quite traditional as well as very useful.
More details are found in the “News” section of the newsletter. We plan to have lunch in the restaraunt on the airport. So
after you are finished finding that bargain, come have a bite
with us.
See you there.

Dec. 14 th Board of Directors Meeting
The BOD meeting will be held on Dec. 14th at the Farmers
Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes from the
November BOD meeting recorded by Clay Romeiser are as
follows:
• Directors in attendance: Clay Romeiser, Michael Stephan ,
David Cheek, Monroe McDonald, Don Christiansen , Sam
Cooper, Jim Quinn, Don Wilcox, Jerry Mrazek, Bruce
Fuller, John Peyton, Robert Cullinan.
• We discussed the upcoming event calendar:
• The Holiday party will be held on December 7th at the
Farmers Branch Rec Center.
• The December 11 fly-in will held at Air Salvage near the
Lancaster airport. (starts at 8:00am)
• The December Newsletter folding site has not been decided yet.
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• The December 28 newsletter folding will be held at Mel
and Ann Asberry’s.
• The January 4 chapter meeting speaker has not been confirmed yet.
• The January 8 fly-in will be held at the Frontiers of Flight
museum
• The January 25th newsletter folding will be at David and
Vicki Jones’ house.
• The Board discussed the Holiday party plans. The event
will be held at the Farmers Branch Rec Center, 14050
Heartside. The schedule will be: 6:00-7:30 meet and eat.
7:30-8:30 White elephant gift exchange. 8:30-9:30 Music
program. The room must be cleaned and lights out at
10:00pm. Various tasks were assigned to board members
for food and materials to bring to the party.
• Michael Stephan gave the treasurers report. The total assets
at the end of August are $8703. There were 5 membership
renewals and 1 new member. There are 111 active members.
• Jim Quinn gave a young eagles report. 27 young eagles
were given rides at Dallas Executive last weekend. There is
another event planned for December 4 at McKinney at
1:00.
• The Board discussed meeting locations, times, and other
possibilities to explore for the coming year. A committee
was selected to look into various options and report back
with their findings. The committee members are Clay
Romeiser, David Cheek, Robert Cullinan, Bruce Fuller, and
Michael Stephan.
• The web site/member database will be phased into production over the next couple of months. Clay will help train a
couple of people on how to create mailing labels and
administer the sytem.

Dec. 28th Newsletter Assembly
The January 2005 newsletter will be assembled on Tuesday
December 28th at 7 pm at the home of Mel and Ann Asberry
at 2464 CR655 in Farmersville. If you need directions they
can be reached at (972) 784-7544.
This is our traditional newsletter folders Christmas/New
Years party at the Assberry’s. Newsletter folding only takes a
few minutees at this extraganza. Then it is food and fun for
the rest of the evening. Mel also has started a new airplane
project that we can take a look at. If you want to know what
it is you will have to come and see for yourself (Hint: It is not
an RV). See you there.
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A Message from the President
By John Phillips
THANK YOU!
Another year is winding up or winding down - however
you see it. I will surrender the Bully Pulpit next month and
turn it over to Sam Cooper, so I’ve been looking over the articles I’ve written during the past 2 years, and my notes from
the meetings. It’s hard to believe that 2 years has really
passed. In spite of my periodic b******g when I felt I had
bitten off way more than I could chew, I have thoroughly
enjoyed being president of this Chapter. I hope that I have
lived up to your expectations and that we have advanced the
Chapter at least a little bit in that time.
There are far too many of you for me to try to name individually all those who have helped, formally as officers and
directors, and informally as most generous volunteers - so
I’m simply going to say Thank You to all of you - I am most
appreciative.
As I write this it’s been 2 full weeks since the last time I
got to fly. It’s been busy in the office, but the weather for the
past 2 weeks has been the real problem. I’ve been bringing
my flight bag and a change of clothes to the office every day,
and my foolproof scientific weather tester. If there are no
appointments or meetings on my schedule I carefully remove
the weather tester from its holder, and take a position facing
due west outside the office at a spot carefully calculated to
give a clear view of the heavens. Then, I hold the weather
tester at arm’s length in directly in front of me parallel to the
ground and slowly raise my arm so that the angle between the
ground and my extended arm is at least 40 degrees and no
more than 55 degrees. I sight along my arm and hold the
weather tester in an upright position so it’s vertical axis is
perpendicular to my line of sight. Then, maintaining that
same angle with my arm, I slowly rotate my body clockwise
until I’m facing due north, then due east, then due south, then
back to the original due west position. I take a sighting in
each position. Next, maintaining my line of sight along my
extended arm, I raise my arm directly over my head until it
creates an angle equidistant from the horizon in all directions.
I take one final sighting in that position. I carefully place the
weather tester back into its protective holder and complete
my calculations - if the color of the sky has matched the blue
color on the weather tester at 3 or more of the 5 sighting positions I go to the airport!! Zero for 5 today - again.
EAA is about education and recreation, so here’s a quick
story about my continuing education and recreation. Maybe
it’ll save someone else getting educated the same way. You
remember, of course, that I came late to the
experimental/homebuilt party - prior to picking up a rivet gun
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for the first time in 2001, my last experience with aircraft
maintenance was to return the crewchief’s salute and to thank
him for taking good care of the plane as I walked off to the
bar. Anyway - just prior to
the last time I flew I received
a major advance in my education the hard way. Some
background information is
necessary first. I had landed
at Texoma Lodge a while
back - had never been in
there before, and at first
thought I had a flat tire on
landing because the plane
shook so badly. As speed
decreased, the shaking
stopped and taxi to parking
was
perfectly
normal.
Everything looked fine after I’d stopped. I had a couple more
occasions of similar shaking but it was much less noticeable,
and it didn’t seem to occur with any pattern or regularity. I
did notice the nosewheel tire was roughed across the entire
tread area. The mains were fine. I looked at the nosewheel
carefully before and after each flight and it didn’t seem to get
worse and I did not see any signs of contact with anything
except the ground. I decided that I must have hit a really
rough patch on the runway at Texoma that had set up the
shaking and that must have been responsible for the wear. I’d
also had a pesky leak of a very small amount of oil so I’d
pulled the cowling off to clean everything and look for the
leak. I cleaned and tightened and recleaned. Then I removed
the nosewheel fairing so I could remove the strut fairing just
to be sure there was no residual oil anywhere that might be
trapped in it. Lo and behold - even though the nosewheel fairing had felt secure on pre-flight, one of the aluminum attachment brackets was broken, and there were signs of wear on
the inside trailing edge of fairing around the tire edges. I
deduced the following - at normal taxi speed and sitting in the
hangar there was proper clearance between the fairing and
the tire - but at landing speed when the nose lowered and the
nosewheel contacted the runway the clearance was not maintained on account of the momentum of the nose lowering and
the broken bracket. Then the outside edges of the tire contacted the trailing edge of the fairing for a moment - the effect
was to be a brake on the nosewheel and that resulted in the
nosewheel tire skidding on the runway - voila - the edges of
the tire were being chewed by contact with the fairing, and
the surface of the tread was being chewed by the skidding on
the runway. A little education goes a long way - I will be a lot
more attuned to the tires from now on.
PS - THANK YOU ALL, AGAIN.
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Venture into Sky King Country

Continued from page 1

Big Bend National Park

struck by the fact that even though I tried to get information
ahead of time from as many people as possible, each landing
situation would finally boil down to me sitting in the airplane,
flying the pattern over the airstrip making a go, no-go decision regarding the wisdom of a touchdown. And that is
exactly how it turned out. It also became clear that approaching these airstrips would be different from our normal
Northeast Texas airstrip experiences. Sure, most of us fly in
and out of airports that don’t have VASI and other such
approach aids, but how about an airstrip that is so much in
the middle of nowhere that the normal visual cues don’t
exist. No trees, no power lines, no structures, no roads, no
people, no vehicles, no nothing. Just a small mountain over
there with no visual clues to help with determining how high
or how far away the mountain is, or how high or far we
might be from the desired airstrip.
In preparation for this, I launched into my own personal
program of flying into every North Texas grass airstrip that
presented itself; including Mel and Ann Asberry’s patch
(8TA5) outside of Farmersville, TX. After getting comfortable with making clean, simple, tight, and efficient approaches to varied and different fields upon first sight, it seemed that
I was ready for the task of Big Bend. Unfortunately, we don’t
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have dirt strips in East Texas, so one remaining skill (evaluating whether the dirt surface was safe) would have to be
placed into the “Real Time Training” category. Oh, by the
way, all but one of the airstrips I planned to use in Big Bend
are NOT in the GARMIN database. So you’ll want to get
comfortable with creating waypoints in your GPS by manually entering the LAT/LONG coordinates, and then having
the confidence that they really are accurate! Do this as part of
your grass strip practice sessions and you’ll kill two birds
with one stone. These LAT/LONG coordinates are available
from either the Airport Directory or on-line at Airnav.com.
Although the airstrips in Big Bend are what this trip was
all about, the stops on the way down and back were colorful
also. After all they are deep in West Texas. For starters, my
Dallas mind thought that it would be best to call during the
preceding week to be certain that fuel would be available at
the “Big” airports I would pass by on Saturday. All my calls
were greeted with a certain amusement that there was any
question about fuel availability, followed by a clear assurance
that they would be there for me. Well, when I arrived at
Reagan County Airport (E41) in Big Lake, TX, it seemed that
Buddy Poynor (purveyor of the Fuel service, and owner of
the local trucking company) was off for the entire day on a
business venture in Midland, with his entire crew. This was
going to be my first lesson on how things are handled in the
middle of the desert in West Texas. While I was standing by
the non-functioning fuel pump reflecting on how things
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weren’t going too well, word was spreading about the “flatlander” in need of Av-Gas. In no more than 5 minutes, two
cars arrived and I was greeted by local aviators who had fuel
contracts with Buddy, and who were prepared to pump me
fuel from their “Key Accounts;” providing of course I had the
cash on me. This approach to life would to be repeated several times during the course of the day. It seems that there just
aren’t enough people in the desert for them to be standing
around waiting for you to show up in need of something. But
when you do show up, they will drop what they’re doing, and
take care of what you need in short order. Interesting way of
taking care of what’s needed.
The first landing in
Big Bend was to be
Big Bend State
Ranch (3TE3.) This
strip was selected
because it is pretty
much out in the
open, has lots of
hard
surface
(5500’),
and
promBig Bend State Ranch
ised to be the easiest baptism into desert airmanship. The State of Texas got the
Ranch in the late 80’s when its owners decided to give up on
ranching. So the headquarters complex of the State Park is
actually the headquarters of a genuine working West Texas
ranch, complete with a bunkhouse in which you can spend
the night for $20. (That could be the basis of a fun trip. How
about 3 or 4 EAA guys flying their airplanes down there
together?) The landing and departure were true non-events,
and although the sensation of having absolutely nothing
around the airstrip was quite different, it was easily accommodated to. Unfortunately I only buzzed the headquarters
compound once, and as a result had to walk the mile down
the dusty road to check the place out. Ranger Bill was embarrassed that they’d not come to fetch me, and was more than
happy to give me a lift back to the airstrip. He told me that in
the future just be certain to buzz them several times to ensure
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that somebody snapped to, and they’d come running. Again
the West Texas spirit of doing what it takes, but not exactly
standing around waiting for it to happen.
Next stop was
Terlingua Ranch.
This airstrip has
been a working
ranch strip for
many years, and
over the last decade
or two the owners
have surrounded it
with a West Texas Terlingua Ranch Airstrip
style resort, complete with lodging accommodations, and the Bad Rabbit
Café; including live entertainment on most weekends.
Sounded like a good lunch stop to me. A call to them on
Friday alerted me to the fact that unusually heavy rains this
fall had caused some washouts on the 4800’ of dirt/gravel.
Landings would be at your own risk. That sounded like a
challenge (remember the earlier statement about Real-Time
Training for deciding the suitability of a touchdown.) The
layout at Terlingua Ranch is that the airstrip runs 02/20. You
land uphill on 20, which by the way points directly at a small
mountain; and unless there is a really strong northerly wind
you’d probably rather not deal with that mountain. A preliminary fly-over revealed that the strip was washed out quite a
bit, with furrows periodically spaced through the entire
length. But it merited a closer look. We all know that you can
land an RV just about anywhere, right? The approach/missed
approach takes you uphill on 20, then lefthand traffic around
a small mountain, then back around the mountain to intercept
the upwind approach to the threshold, which happens to lie
between two mountains. Three times around was enough to
convince me that the ruts were too significant to put a small
5.00/5 tire into. This was a big disappointment, as lunchtime
was rapidly slipping past.
Since there had to
be food at the
Terlingua
Chili
Cookoff, after the
last go-around at
Terlingua Ranch,
the only real decision to be made
was where to land
to get that Chili. Terlingua Field
The easy option
was to head for the 7,500’ hard surface at Lajitas Field
(89TE.) This airport was completed fairly recently as part of
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some extensive “Gringo” developments
were none of the bumpy clots of grass
in the Big Bend area. An investment
that we have in East Texas, and the dirt
group has poured many Millions of $$
seemed to have a yielding quality that
into creating a lavish resort on the Rio
you don’t get with hard surface. Finally,
Grande. Complete with an extravagant
Sky King would have approved of where
golf course, fancy lodge, and an airport
the RV-4 was parked.
capable of landing the BizJets of Rock
Since it was a short distance to the
Stars. Not a compatible destination withChili Cookoff, lunch was an easy
in this odyssey of Sky King’s territory.
achievement. The Cookoff itself merits
Chili
Cook
Off
at
Terlingua
But I had lost confidence in the local dirt
its own story; that will have to wait for
airstrips after viewing the ruts from 75’ AGL at Terlingua
later. By the time I got back to the airplane, it was nearly 4
Ranch.
PM, and time to head back to Addison with the realization
So with some dismay I pulled up the Big Bend route on
that this trip was really intended only to be an exploration for
the Garmin, and punched GoTo for Lajitas. Better to safely
me. Maybe this spring several of us can fly our airplanes
head for some chili than to do another low altitude tour of a
down to the Big Bend, spend the night in the Bunkhouse at
rutted dirt airstrip. Fortunately that mindset lasted only about
the Ranch, and fly into a lot of the “real” airstrips of Big
6 minutes (you do cover a lot of Big Bend quickly in an RVBend. Who knows, we might even meet Sky King himself.
4.) As we were getting close enough to begin looking seriously for the 7,500’ scar of asphalt at Lajitas, good fortune
News and Notes
caused me to glance at the GPS long enough to see the wayBy Michael Stephan
point for Terlingua Field (3TE8) floating by under our current position. A quick 360 revealed that the 3,600’ airstrip
2004 Christmas Party
actually looked pretty good from 4,500’ MSL. The Avnet
It is time again for our Christmas Party. This is one of our
description of Terlingua Field included an admonition that it
most special meetings, where we depart from the focus of
was easy to mistake the bordering road for the actual landing
airplanes, and instead focus on spending time with each
surface. So we headed down for a closer look. Right hand
other. I guess that is why it is the best attended of all our
traffic to Rwy 31 seemed appropriate to avoid flying the patmeetings. This year’s party will be similar to last year’s with
tern directly over the Cookoff, and believe me there was no
the exception that it will be held at the Farmers Branch
other traffic to be dealt with. An easy entry to downwind folRecreation Center (14050 Heartside), which is a block west
lowed the crosswind to look at the landing surface. This all
of Webbs Chapel on Valwood Pkwy. Please come at 6 PM so
was preceded of course by one quick pass to check on the
we can begin eating shortly after 6:30 PM. We will have
Chili. By now the fact that visual references were minimal
access to the Rec. Center until 10 PM that night. There will
wasn’t a real concern. Short final had me looking like crazy
be food, a white elephant gift exchange, and live Bluegrass
for something wrong with the dirt surface, as this really was
music provided by Jerry Mrazek and his playing partners.
the final exam for the “Real-Time Training” to determine if
Since there is a lot of fun to pack into a few hours, we will
the dirt surface was safe. Touchdown was not so much of a
keep a tight schedule. We will start eating at 6:30 and finish
relief as a delight in realizing that a good dirt strip seems to
by 7:30, where the gift exchanges will start. At 8:30 that will
be about the most gentle thing you can touch down on. There
end and the music will begin. We will have an hour of music
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and that will give us 30 minutes to return the auditorium to its
original condition. So, come early and help us stay on time.
Bring a favorite side dish, munchies or dessert that does
not require heating since we will not be able to reheat any of
the food. The Chapter will provide the main course, utensils,
soda, tea and coffee.
The white elephant gift
exchange will use the same format
as recent years. We will limit the
trading on gifts to three trades. So,
if you want to participate in the gift
exchange, bring a $10 or less, trash
or treasure, unmarked wrapped gift
and join in the fun.
Be sure to note the location
change and tell a friend to remind
them, and we will see you there.
2004 ASOD Sale
Our Fly-In this month is to
Lancaster for Lunch and the annual
Fall Sale at Air Salvage of Dallas,
which is about a block from the airport on Ferris Rd. We have attended this sale for quite a few years
and it is still a very popular destination in December. If you are looking for a part that used to be on an
airplane and want the huge discount, then this is your chance. We
trickle into the restaurant on the
field once we have gotten our fill of
shopping. Here is the information about the Sale.
**SATURDAY DECEMBER 11, 2004 8AM TO 5PM**
***EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!! 10 TO 50% OFF***
ENGINES, ENG PARTS, PROPS, CONTROL SURFACES,
WHEELS & BRAKES, AN FITTINGS, HARDWARE,
RADIOS, INSTRUMENTS & MUCH MORE!!!
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LOCATED ACROSS FROM THE LANCASTER AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION FROM THE AIRPORT WILL BE
PROVIDED.
**WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS**
ASOD 1361 FERRIS RD. LANCASTER, TX 75146
(972)227-1111 www.asod.com
Frontiers of Flight
Last month the Chapter had the
pleasure and the privilege to host
the monthly Meeting at the auditorium of the new Frontiers of Flight
Museum at Love Field. It was the
first time I have visited the museum and it is spectacular. All the
displays are very well done. The
Museum is a nice design, and there
is a focus on the smaller general
aviation airplanes, unlike other
museums that typically focus on
commercial and wartime aircraft. I
was pleased to see a Sailplane
hanging from the ceiling as well as
a few aerobatic airplanes and the
partially covered tube and fabric
airplane from the Skyline School.
Dick Keyte, who owns, flies and
maintains the Polen Special II,
gave an excellent presentation,
and it was fitting that he delivered
it there, since some day that airplane will be in a museum.
I am enthusiastic about going back and spending more time.
The Board of Directors is looking for ways to be able to host
more meetings there. I encourage anyone who hasn’t already
to go and visit the Museum. You will enjoy it and the museum needs support from the local aviation community. I took
several pictures, but the sailplane photo above is my favorite.
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Young Eagles Galore
By Michael Stephan
The month of November was
very busy with Young Eagles
Events. We flew kids at the
NAS Joint Reserve Base
(JRB) at Carswell Field, and
a week later flew the
SoSmaart group of girls at
Dallas Executive. Jim Quinn
outdid himself putting
together these two events.
For quite a while Jim
has been talking about flying the children of reservists
stationed at the JRB. This
would a small way to thank them for service to the country.
He wanted to fly them at the Base. Since no one else nationally had accomplished this at a military base before, Jim had
to blaze a trail. The Commander was willing, but a mountain of paper work needed to be done before civilians could
fly into and out of the Field. Jim, a former military person
himself, was not intimidated by the
paper and diligently worked to make
the event happen. Pilots who planned to
participate had to each fill out forms
and receive a landing slot. The ground
support had to be listed to receive permission to enter the Base. With all the
T’s crossed and I’s dotted, we were
ready.
Everything was going as planned
until the day before the event, when Jim
was notified that there were Navy personnel that needed to “Carrier Qualify”
that same afternoon. At first that didn’t
sound like a problem, and watching that
could be interesting. Well, the only prob-
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lem was seven E3s
in the pattern pretty
much closed down
the runway for our
use. They tried to fit
us in, but the tower
was being very cautious not to have us
interfere with their
qualifying.
The
Young Eagles pilots
were a little frustrated, but the smiles on
the kid’s faces were
well worth it. That
day we flew 20 kids and as a thank you, we were offered time
in the F-18 simulator. More on that later. We had a great
group of pilots and Jim is building a list of contacts outside
the Chapter. These stand-ins have been great to work with.
Don Pellegreno brought a Fairchild XNQ-1 and Leanne
Walsh flew in her new Cessna Skyhawk. These additions
were greatly appreciated along with our regulars of Don
Christiansen, Richard Robbins, Bo Bauereis, Robert
Cullinan, Clay Romeiser, and David
Cheek. Jane Quinn did the important
organizational ground-work with the
help of Jerry Mrazek and myself.
About a week later Jim had the 2004
group of SoSmaart girls ready to take
their first flight. It was a nice afternoon
that day at Dallas Executive (RBD). The
girls were excited and we had another
motivated group of pilots. Don
Christiansen squeezed a few flights in
between a co-worker’s wedding events
that were taking place that day. Now that
is dedication. Vicki Jones used the
Warrior to get her feet wet flying several girls that day. Her smiles were as big
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as the kids. Clay
Romeiser and Robert
Cullinan helped out
again, and Jim supplemented with familiar
helpers
Mike
Whitcomb,
Beau
Williamson,
Ken
Lifland and Martin
Mary. These pilots do a
great job with these
kids, and we couldn’t
thank them enough, and
they would say that the
smiles were more than
enough thanks. We
inked 27 new Young
Eagles that day.
It is days like these that add enjoyment to this airplane hobby
that we have, and it is people like Jim and Jane Quinn and all
the pilots who give their time and their airplanes that help
kids see a little bit farther. Well done.
It is work, but
there is some fun for us
as well. That F-18 simulator ride I mentioned
earlier, for instance.
The Commander of an
air wing at the JRB
offered us some simulator time on a weekday when the simulator
was not busy. Jim did
the coordination, and
on a cold rainy
Tuesday seven of us made good on that offer. We each flew
the F-18 for about 20 minutes. Since the crash override was
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turned on, we were free to fly as we wished. We all buzzed
the local island off the California coast before trying to land
on the carrier. Clay actually intercepted a bogey and chased
him a while before heading to the carrier. Several of us made
successful landings on
the carrier while others
took the more scenic
route through the
hangar decks and the
sea just below the keel.
The simulator is very
realistic and I found
that using the Heads
Up Display (HUD) to
be quite unique. I wonder how I can work that
into my RV-8? We had
a fun afternoon in the
simulator. It would
have been nice to have
every Young Eagles pilot who flew kids at the JRB get time
in the simulator, but free weekday time is scarce. Maybe on
the next go around.
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Robrucha Cartoons
By Marvin Brott
Have you ever wondered who is
doing all those great cartoons in Kitplanes? Have you ever
wondered why some of the cartoons hit home with a reference to Chapter 168 and our local area? Have you ever wondered what Robrucha meant? Bob Chambers, a member of
our chapter, is Robrucha, which is the name he started using
many years ago for his cartoons. It represents the first three
letters of his name, Robert Bruce Chambers.
Did you see the December 2004 issue of Kitplanes with
the following cartoon that references Aero Country? This is
another extremely well done cartoon by Bob Chambers that
was originally commissioned by the wife of Aero Country
hangar owner Jon Scholl. She gave it to him as a gift for their
anniversary. Jon began building his RV6 8 years ago, and he
is just about ready to fly. The joke around his house is that he
would have finished the plane a long time ago if he hadn’t
built a hangar with a 2-bedroom apartment inside, along with
numerous other custom touches.

Sloshed?
By Mel Asberry
When I built my RV-6 fuel tanks in 1990, standard practice was to
build with Pro-seal and paint the seams with slosh compound.
Several years later it was discovered that the slosh compound was not
dependable and would eventually begin to peel. Around the year
2000 several of us RVers noticed something waving to us from inside
as we fueled the tanks. Our first stop-gap solution was to installed
mesh filters ahead of the selector valve. This way if a filter became
blocked, we had another tank to switch to. After watching and servicing the filters for several years, we generally found very few very
small pieces of slosh. Nothing to be alarmed about. But definitely
something to monitor closely. This fall I decided it was time to do the
major task of cleaning out the tanks. After removing the tanks and
beginning the job, I soon discovered that the process of removing the
slosh with MEK is much worse than building with Pro-seal. I called
on my good friends Jeff and Chuck at Hotel/Whiskey Aviation. Since
they have done this job before, I bowed to their experience. They
helped to complete the job, charged me a very fair price, and we are
still friends. I have reinstalled the tanks, and after a reasonable test
period, Ann and I will be more comfortable flying N168TX.
I know there are a lot of RVs out there with slosh compound in
the tanks. Please be very observant of your fuel filters. And I strongly recommend pulling your tanks and doing this nasty deed reasonably soon. RVs were not intended as gliders. Don’t push your envelope that far. If you don’t feel like working extensively with MEK
(IT’S NASTY) call Jeff or Chuck. They will get the job done for you.

Once I get these minor modifications to the hangar complete, then
I can get back to my project! (If I can find it!)
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For Sale Services, Parts and Other:
Nine inch ENCO lathe. Quick change gear box for threading, 3jaw chuck, 4-Jaw chuck, Steady Rest, Face Plate, tool box and
selection of drive gears for various advance ratios. Includes bench
with material drawer. $800, a $1200 value. mrazek@flash.net, 817265-0834
1967 Mooney M20F. Great
IFR platform, excellent condition. 3484TT, 1442SMOH,
300SPOH. Updated panel with
KX155,
KX175B,Dual
G/S,KN-62,KR87,KMA-24,
Strikefinder, standby vacuum.
$63,000 972-306-5611
FIREWALL FORWARD PACKAGE PLUS 1835 cc VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE Assembled from Great Plains kit. Aluminum
case. Approximately 45 minutes of test time on engine. TINY
TACH tachometer; oil pressure and temperature gages; air scoops
for cylinder cooling; oil cooler with piping; cowl halves for Fisher
Youngster. All of the above for $4000. For a few dollars more I will
throw in a completed Fisher Youngster fuselage, all four wings, tail
feathers and gear). Contact TANDY ALLEN, 2400 Tomahawk
Road, Mission Hills, Kansas (Kansas City Area). Telephone 913362-6867. Email - tandymorrow@yahoo.com
Prop Extension - For O-360 using a Sensenich fixed pitch metal
prop. For 1/2" bolts, 2 1/4" thick X 6"dia. Brand new, never used.
Half price - $100. Dean Fellows 972-732-0919

AVMAP EKP NT II GPS, huge 6 3/8" diagonal screen, very good
sunlight viewing, HSI, Moving map, Down to a _ mi. scale, monochrome (not color), strap to leg or mount, 2yrs old, carry case. $800
contact Bill Pappas 214-956 9444, bspappas1@earthlink.net.
Aluminum Sheet, 20 pieces available, .025" X 48" X
144", 7075 T6 alloy, 17.28 lbs. per sheet, MAKE
OFFER. Contact Don Drake, 214-352-1028 home,
214-693-7368 cell, donjo4@swbell.net
Airborne Vacuum Pump Model 241CC - 0 hours
since complete rebuild with new parts. This vacuum
pump is a heavy duty unit designed for aircraft with a
vacuum driven auto pilot. If you want a vacuum pump
with some extra muscle that will fit and run from a
standard vacuum pump drive pad this one will do the job. Original
cost of rebuilt pump- $460.00, will sell for $275.00. Call Haden
Cowdrey, home 214-528-4587, cell 214-478-6297.
RV-8 Empennage kit: only 5% completed; tools also; taking
offers. Call John Rollow at 972/503-3611 or e-mail at
neck101@earthlink.net
To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or
Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168
members. Ads from non-members will be run on a space available
basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors’ discretion. Chapter
168 is not responsible for the content or accuracy of information
represented in the classified ads.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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